The Kuhn Construction Design/Build Difference
Kuhn Construction’s mission is to provide our neighbors on Long Island, the highest level of quality and
service, always striving to exceed our client’s expectations in their home remodeling experience. Below is
the Kuhn Design/Build Difference.

1. Excellence in Design
A successful remodel doesn’t just happen. True harmony must exist between designing and
building. We realize the design must match your desires precisely, so with patience and an expert
eye, we will walk through the design process with you.

2. Guaranteed Budget & Detailed Specs
You may be surprised by the number of questions we ask and the time we spend with you during
our initial meetings. We have learned that time invested early in the remodeling process is the
key to the project going smoothly and achieving the final look and results you desire. We work
with you to select all of the materials on the job so that we can guarantee to keep you on budget
and so that our final estimate is a firm price.

3. Prompt & Clear Communication
We’re eager to hear from you. You can expect a warm and friendly tone from the moment we
begin communicating. Also, you can expect all voicemails, emails, messages (through our
powerful and easy-to-use online client portal, Co-Construct) and texts to receive a response
within hours, not days. We’re committed to this level of communication before, during, and after
the sale.

4. Jobsite Cleanliness
We promise to maintain a clean, organized, and safe work area to minimize disruption to your
family’s routine. We have a complete dust containment system (Build Clean) to minimize and
contain dust extensively.

5. Guaranteed Schedule
Happy homeowners have their projects started and completed on time. When our team gets on
your job – we stay committed to it all the way through to completion. Each job has a dedicated
production manager and on site project manager. Our client-based software allows our clients to
see a produced schedule and daily job log to keep everyone informed on what is going on.

